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NAME
appendrun − append data from one run file to another

SYNOPSIS
appendrun firstrun secondrun

DESCRIPTION
Appendrunis used to concatenate two run files into one. The data fromsecondrunis appended to
firstrun. The run name arguments can be given with or without the.frm suffix. Becausethe first run is
modified in the process, it is recommended that you first make a copy of that run. Seecopyrun(1).

Before actually appending,appendrunchecks the two runs for consistency, ensuring the capture parame-
ters used for both are compatible. It makes sure that the sampling rate, the window duration and delay,
and the channel assignments and divisors are all the same in both runs.(The run lengths and numbers of
frames can of course differ.) If any discrepancy is found, it will not append the second run.You can
concatenate two raw runs, or two averaged runs, but you cannot mix the two types. Averaged runs can
be concatenated only if they were produced by the same averaging method.

You will also be warned if any wav eform file in the second run will be time-shifted in the concatenated
run. Sucha time shift occurs when the sample rate divisor for any wav eform does not evenly divide the
length of the first run at the sampling rate used. In this case, the wav eform from the second must be
shifted over in time when appended to the first run, to maintain the same interval between samples on the
waveform. The time shift will not exceed the effective sampling period of the wav eform. If the time
shift is negative, it means the first sample in the wav eform from the second run will have to be thrown
out to maintain the correct wav eform file size in the new run.

After these consistency checks,appendrunasks you if it is OK to append the second run to the first.
Type anN if you decide to cancel the operation − the first run will remain unchanged. If you type aY,
or hit SPACE or RETURN, appendrunwill append all of the wav eforms from the second run to the cor-
responding wav eform files in the first run, then append all of the frames from the second run’s frame file
to the first’s (adjusting the frame trigger times for raw runs), and finally update the first run’s run header
to reflect the new length. Itmakes no attempt to merge the contents of the run description file (.txt), nor
the frame description file (.frd); you will have to update these text files by hand, if present.Any associ-
atedanalysis(1) parameter file or wav eform parameter files will also not be merged.

DIAGNOSTICS
Here are the error diagnostics that can occur, in the order for which they are tested.

Can’t append a run to itself!
The specifiedfirstrun andsecondrunmust refer to two distinct runs (two different frame files).

Can’t read frame file name
The named frame file for one of the runs could not be opened for reading.Make sure you speci-
fied the name correctly, and have read permission on the file.

Not a run file: name
The named frame file for one of the runs does not begin with a valid run header.

Parameters incompatible in run files
This is followed by a list of the incompatibilities found.Make sure that the sampling rate, the
window duration and delay, and the channel assignments and divisors are all the same in both runs.
The runs must both be raw, or both averaged using the same averaging method.

Incorrect size forname
The size of one of the wav eform files is not what it should be for its sampling rate, rate divisor,
and run length. The file was most likely truncated.

Warning - namewill be shifted byx ms
A common problem, which will usually be acceptable. See above for details about time shifts in
waveforms. Thiswill not prevent you from continuing.
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Skip-size calculation error forname
The wav eform size calculations yielded an unacceptable number of samples to be skipped.
(Shouldn’t happen if the individual wav eform files have the correct sizes.)

OK to appendnameto name? (Y/N):
It’s not really an error message.You are given an opportunity to bail out if the file names are
incorrect (or in the wrong order), or if you find the wav eform time shifts reported to be unaccept-
able.

Any error after this point aborts the operation, which can leave firstrun in an unusable state if any of its
waveform files have been modified.That’s why you should make a copy of it beforehand.

Can’t append toname
The first frame file could not be opened for writing. No modifications will have been made to the
first run. Make sure you have write permission on this file, and on all of its wav eform files.

Appendingnameto namefailed
One of the wav eform file append operations failed. Thismessage is followed by a brief explana-
tion of the error. A likely cause is running out of disk space, or not having write permission on
one of the wav eform files. You will also need permission to remove these wav eform files from
their directory if they hav e links. (Linked wav eform files are copied, and the link removed, to
avoid appending twice to the same file.)

Can’t openname
The second frame file could not be re-opened for reading.

Can’t allocate frame buffer
A memory allocation error occurred. This could be caused by a corrupted run header.

Write error onname
An error occurred while appending frames tofirstrun’s frame file. A l ikely cause is running out of
disk space. This would leave the frame file incomplete, causing errors later if you try to access
frames that were not successfully copied. The program still attempts to update the run header, so
not all is lost.

Incomplete frame or read error onname
An error occurred while getting frames fromsecondrun’s frame file. This could leave firstrun’s
frame file incomplete, causing errors later if you try to access frames that were not successfully
copied. Theprogram still attempts to update the run header, so not all is lost.

Can’t re-write header inname
The program could not update the header. Since this update is done at the start of the file, running
out of disk space should not prevent this. Likely cause: a disk error of some sort? Check your
system error logs or the console terminal.

FILES
*.frm frame files, containing run headers
*.w?? correspondingwaveform files
*.txt correspondingrun descriptions
*.frd correspondingframe descriptions

SEE ALSO
cap(1), dsepr(1), lsrun(1), copyrun(1)

BUGS
Appendrundoes not merge the.frd frame description files.
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